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REPORT TO THE MANITOULIN-SUDBURY DISTRICT SERVICES
BOARD ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MARKET RENTS IN
NON-PROFIT HOUSING

SUBMITTED BY THE TOWN OF ESPANOLA
NON-PROFIT HOUSING CORPORATION

September 24, 2015

NB. This report is also being presented on behalf of the Gore Bay Non-Profit Housing
Corporation (GBNPH) and that the Town of Espanola Non-Profit Housing Corporation has
GBNPH’s explicit permission to speak on their behalf.

ISSUE:
In recent months, the Manitoulin-Sudbury District Services Board (MSDSB) embarked on a
project to explore options to increase market rents in housing stock owned/operated by the
MSDSB. At the same time, options are being considered to increase rents in housing units
owned/operated by non-profit housing providers in the MSDSB service area.
HISTORICAL CONTEXT:
Social Housing (known today as affordable housing) was established by the province of Ontario,
through the Ministry of Housing (MOH) and the federal government, through Canada Mortgage
and Housing Corporation (CMHC) between the late sixties and early nineties through a variety
of programs.
Some of the earlier stock that was created (referred to as public housing then) was owned by
Ontario Housing Corporation (OHC- an agency of the MOH) and operated by one of 54 Local
Housing Authorities (LHA). Manitoulin-Sudbury LHA was one of the 54 LHAs. The OHC/LHA
housing was created as 100% RGI and the neediest (lowest incomes) of population resided in
this housing.
In the mid-to-late eighties and early nineties, government stopped building public housing (LHA
stock), and instead, government policy favoured building a mix of housing types
owned/operated by municipal non-profit(MNP) housing corporations (para-municipal
corporations controlled by municipalities). The philosophy then was to create an “integrated”
community that featured different income levels of tenants.
The popularity and success of the integrated model resulted in the MNP program expanding to
include private non-profits (PNPs), e.g. service clubs, local associations and even expanded to
include supportive housing (people requiring support services to maintain their housing). At the
same time, the housing Co-operatives movement took flight during the mid-late eighties giving
the public yet another affordable housing choice.
While different models evolved, the key principle was to remove the stereotype and social
stigma of public housing and the negative social effect it was having on the community and the
tenants who resided there. There was a philosophy that if someone got labelled at a young age
of living in “the slums”, then they would grow up to become what they were labelled (creating
a vicious social circle and dependency on support).
Creating a diverse mix of housing types with integrated income levels, would remove the label
of “impoverished or destitute” as the housing design of the new housing tended to look more
like private sector housing vs. institutional looking public housing. The social aspect of the
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integrated model enabled those who lived there to not be stereotyped. People driving by would
not know the housing was “public” housing and those living there would have difficulty
knowing who was paying RGI or market rent.
MNPs/PNP/Co-ops (referred to as housing providers) were established through formal
“operating agreements” between the MOH, CMHC and housing providers. As part of this
agreement, housing providers were required to establish a market rent as part of the operation
of their building. Market Rent was defined in the agreement as “the lower end of the range of
market rents charged on the private market for similar rental housing accommodation in the
same area as the project or as determined by the Provincial Minister from time to time”. While
only a maximum of 25% of the units could be designed as “market”, the remaining mix of units
had to feature various levels of RGI (neediest, core-need and non-core need).
In the late-nineties/early 2000s, a number of housing devolutions occurred simultaneously.
CMHC devolved all funding/oversight to the provinces (including the Ontario MOH). At the
same time, as part of the Harris Government’s “local services realignment”, MOH devolved
their role (funders/overseers) to municipalities or 47 consolidated municipal service managers
(CMSMs) which includes the MSDSB.
At the end of the nineties, CMSMs (incl. MSDSB) and the MOH developed Joint Local Transfer
Plans to assume this new role of housing managers/funders of all housing providers in their
service area. At the same time, OHC and the 54 LHAs were dissolved and all
housing/management functions were transferred to the service managers (including MSDSB).
The new funding structure and administrative relationships between housing providers, former
OHC/LHA stock and service managers (e.g. MSDSB) was created though the Social Housing
Reform Act, 2000. This legislation was replaced recently by the Housing Services Act, 2011.
BACKGROUND:
Despite the changes and evolution of public and social housing in Ontario, one fact has
remained the same throughout. The term market rent is defined by a housing industry standard
and not by any public institution. A simple google search of the term “market rent” yields many
consistent responses in that the market rent is derived by reviewing buildings of similar
type/condition/age, etc. and determining what they can command in terms of rent on the open
“private” market at a given time.
In the case of social/affordable housing, the MOH, in concert with CMHC, publish annual
“Average Market Rents” to guide service managers and housing providers in establishing the
market rent for their buildings. These rents are derived from and consistent with private market
comparables.
Upon reviewing this document (attached as Appendix 1) it was peculiar as to why all of the 47
CMSMs have a published market rent with the exception of four District Social Service
Administration Boards (DSSABs) including the MSDSB.
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A simple review of the average rents in other northern service areas/DSSABs would yield an
average market rent (for one bedroom units) at about $650 per month.
A subsequent review of market rents in the community (of comparable private rental buildings)
would also support and validate a market rent (for 1 bedroom) at $650 per month. Please see
attached (Appendix 2) market survey of comparable rental buildings in Espanola and Gore Bay.
Consequently, the MDSDB is suggesting that market rent be established at $940 per month by
using Housing Income Limits (HILs) as a proxy instead of working with the MOH/CMHC, as 43
other service manages/DSSABs have done, to establish a “published” fair/average market rent
for their service area.
There is nowhere we could find any reference in any jurisdiction to market rent being
established by simply applying an income level or a HIL. This approach would be un-defendable
in court as it has no basis of industry standard to support it, in relation to establishing market
rent.
Rents established in the private sector rental housing are subject to the Residential Tenancies
Act, 2006, which sets or limits percentage increases in the private-sector. In 2015, for instance,
private landlords are only permitted to increase their market rents by 1.6%. Landlords can apply
to the Landlord and Tenant Board for an increase above the guideline, with ample justification.
IMPLICATIONS OF MSDSB PROPOSAL:
Using income limits to determine market rent is a fundamentally flawed process in that the
housing industry (both nationally and internationally) does not use income as a proxy in
determining market rent. Instead, professional appraisers (such as the Appraisal Institute of
Canada) study the “market” to determine market rents (and do not rely on a tenant’s income).
As such, ability to pay has no bearing on what a market rent should be set at.
If the MSDSB wants to increase market rent in buildings it owns/manages, then it has that right,
but there is no legislative framework or operating agreement mechanism that gives the MSDSB
any authority to establish rent in housing operated by housing providers in its service area.
Establishing rents at or near $940 per month in MNP/PNP housing will result in an “economic”
eviction of its market tenants and will erode the very fabric that is underscored in the
philosophy of non-profit housing (mix of housing types and incomes). The unintended
consequence of the MSDSB policy would bring the non-profit housing sector (affordable
housing culture and policy) back to where it was in the early eighties.
Tenants paying market rent in MNP/PNPs will likely move to more affordable “private” sector
housing in the community. The only tenants that will reside in MNP/PNPs will be RGI which, in
effect, the MSDSB would be attempting to assimilate housing across the sectors (e.g. 100%
subsidized RGI).
If the MSDSB policy is adopted, MNP/PNPs would see rent increases of over 52% and would be
precedent setting. This could result in a very damaging/negative public relations boondoggle as
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the MOH sets rent increases in private sector (1.6% for 2015). The private sector would be
extremely upset in that they would not be permitted to set higher increases, but the
government subsidized housing, which they compete with, would be permitted to increase
rents at a much higher rate (e.g. 52%). The Landlord and Tenant Board would be hard pressed
to not entertain appeals by the private sector and permit higher rents in the communities
affected (e.g. Chapleau, Gore Bay, Little Current, Espanola, etc.).
If rents in the private/public sector increase to the levels proposed by the MSDSB, this will also
have a very negative impact on economic development in these communities and potentially
adversely affect tax revenues. For example, if seniors are looking at moving out of their single
family detached home and into (or staying in) the community to reside in rental apartment, but
find that rents are not affordable, in comparison to other northern communities (e.g. Elliot
Lake), then the seniors will move to those locations resulting in a continued drop in local
population/tax base. This in turn, could negatively affect commerce in the area if retailers are
depending on population base to survive, but reduced population will result in grocery stores,
pharmacies and others closing.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Town of Espanola Non-Profit Housing Corporation and the Town of Gore Bay Non-Profit
Housing Corporation recommend that the MSDSB consider motions recently passed by both
housing provider organizations (attached – Appendix 3) and that the MSDSB limit increases in
market rent to $650 per month in 2016-17.
For added clarity, and in keeping with modest rental increases being permitted under the
Residential Tenancies Act, 2006, it is recommended that new market tenants moving into the
non-profit buildings would be charged the new rate of $650 per month, however, existing
tenants be limited to a 3% increase each year up to a market rent cap of $650 per month, or
until such time as an appropriate market rent analysis is performed and an average market rent
is published by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing (MMAH), in accordance with
Appendix 2 of this paper.
It is further recommended that the MSDSB proceed with working with the MMAH, CMHC and
the local housing providers in establishing an average market rent (AMR) using the same
methodology and market analysis that has been applied in the MMAH/CMHC publication of
AMRs under the Affordable Housing Program (AHP) per Appendix 2 of this paper. It is further
recognized that the 80% of AMR rule, under AHP, would not apply to existing social/non-profit
housing stock as this would only be applicable to new housing being developed under the AHP.
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